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The Searl Effect

 
Searl Effect Generator (SEG)

 
Law of the Squares

 
Technical Documents

 
SEG Progress Update

 
Prof. John Searl's Update

 
Inverse Gravity Vehicle (IGV)

 

Prof. John Searl's Updates
 
The following is a chronicle of Prof. John Searl's progress.

25Dec2014

I wish you a Merry Christmas and may
2015 be a year of good health, joy and
happiness for you and your family.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
 

Spreckels Organ Pavilion
The Spreckels Organ, one of the world's largest outdoor pipe organs, to the City of San Diego in
1914 for the Panama-California Exposition. This unique organ contains 4,530 pipes ranging in
length from the size of a pencil to 32 feet and is housed in an ornate vaulted structure with highly
embellished gables.  Dr. Carol Williams has been the San Diego Civic Organist and
Artistic Director of the Spreckels Organ Society in San Diego.  On May 2, 2014 played music in

https://searlsolution.com/index.html
https://searlsolution.com/johnsearl.html
https://searlsolution.com/technology.html
https://searlsolution.com/evidence.html
https://searlsolution.com/media.html
https://searlsolution.com/store.html
https://searlsolution.com/membership.html
https://searlsolution.com/investing.html
https://searlsolution.com/community.html
https://searlsolution.com/contact.html
https://searlsolution.com/technology.html
https://searlsolution.com/technology2.html
https://searlsolution.com/technology4.html
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology5.html
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology6.html
https://searlsolution.com/members/technology7.html
https://searlsolution.com/technology3.html
http://www.melcot.com/
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honor of Prof. Searl on his birthday with a live audience. 

Searl Team celebrates Prof. Searl Birthday on May 2nd with Carol Williams at the Organ
Pavilion.
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04May2011

Prof. John Searl is honoured to switch-on the 3Klb magnetizer for the first
time with all systems operational.  The results read (with very modest
settings) was over 5000 gauss of flux strength at its core and marks the
start of the Magnetization phase of Searl Magnetics research program.

18Feb2011
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The staff of Universal Studios gives Searl and Morris a private tour of the
facilities with the prospect of a major motion picture based on Brad
Lockerman's documentary -The John Searl Story.

13Jan2011

Prof. Searl making his first inspection of the SEG Laboratory and marks
another great step forward towards the redevelopment of the SEG.

13Jan2011
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The year 2011 starting off to be our best ever with investment interests at
its highest level ever with Searl Magnetics, Inc. based in Southern
California.

 
Date: 26 Dec..2010

Joanne Summerscales
British Alternative Energy Inventor professor John Searl

∞ ‘the Man who can Save the Planet’ ∞
The Letter to Prince Charles from Joanne - click here to view it

∞ ‘HARMONY - Article re SEG’ ∞
HARMONY 'a call to revolution'

 

Date: 29 July - 01 Aug. 2010

https://searlsolution.com/members/documents/PrinceCharlesLetter.pdf
https://searlsolution.com/members/documents/PrinceCharlesLetter.pdf
https://searlsolution.com/members/documents/PrinceCharlesLetter.pdf
https://searlsolution.com/members/documents/HARMONY-ArticlereSEG.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIowDSCzLuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIowDSCzLuY
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The Searl Team opens the 2010 Extraordinary Technology Conference with
a full audience. Covering the topics of the past, present and future of the
Searl Technology and showcasing hardware demonstration units.
John Searl's American tour & the TeslaTech Conference - video by BKL films.
Click here for Prof. Searl's Report on Tesla Tech Conference.

 
John Searl tours the USA media
April 14, 2010 | by Jeane Manning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIowDSCzLuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIowDSCzLuY
https://searlsolution.com/members/documents/REPORT_ON_TESLA_TECH_CONFERENCE.pdf
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John Searl, the magnetic generator pioneer inventor from England, was on
Coast To Coast radio show last night. It was a pleasure to hear him again
and sounding strong and upbeat. I’d met him at New Energy conferences;
first in 1989 in Switzerland and secondly in Colorado around 1994 or so. His
life story — of overcoming obstacles beyond the imagination of most
people — and his endearing sincerity and acceptance are unforgettable.
And the technology that he’s been inspired (by dreams early in his life) to
build seems like science fiction but it’s not. Newspaper reports document
his flying discs.
Bradley Lockerman, the filmmaker who filmed The John Searl Story was on
the radio with John last night. I recommend getting the DVD or watching
The John Searl Story online, for starters. Then I hope more people will act
in the spirit of the industrialist who  phoned in to the Coast To Coast Show
and offered to  supply magnets to Searl’s magnetic generator project.

 
Date: 01 December 2009
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This meeting between Chief Engineer Morris and Prof. Searl in the UK
marks a strategic agreement to research and develop the SEG by way of
Searl Magnetics, Ltd; currently in negotiations with several angel investors.

Date: 11 March 2009

Prof. Searl on Wednesday March 11th 2009, has appointed Mr. Francois
Blanchet to head the French-speaking communities operations.
His primary duties are translations, negotiations and business
representation for both Canada and France.

Date: 09 August 2008
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  Supreme Master Ching Hai                                 Prof. John R.R. Searl

Two people who see the world in the same light
Two people who think a like about the world problems.
Two people who speak the same song to the world.
Two people who are not afraid to tell the government about their solutions
to such problems.

 
Date: 17 June 2008

Notice: I shall be giving a 10 hour lecture and we have agreed to have
Thailand host it because we can give a greater demonstration of our
research work, since I have a large workforce there. The place expected will
be their biggest conference center for manufactures of equipment etc. Soon
I shall announce the place where it will be held and the TV network and
media will be present. Once fully agreed upon, we shall spend 6 months
developing the showcase for it. This will be just a one of and not likely to be
repeated due to the shear cost involved. This advanced notice will give
people time to save for this one event for the public, after this it will be for
government and space officials shows and not the public. We will post
further notices as arrangements are made. For any company interested
showing their products at this lecture, please send us email
(info@searlsolution.com) as to what your company has to offer, such as
machinery and equipment that could play a major part within this
technology.

Yours in the work to create a better world for all mankind regardless. Prof.
Searl.
Searl's letter of invitation for the 2008 lecture

 
         

Date: 28 July 2007

Dear Professor,

I just want to say that I have a great deal of respect for you and your efforts
to make it a better world!   I'm 15 years old myself, Studying, also going to
do science when I'm going to university.
I'm trying to think of a way to get your ideas to our minister of (probably,

https://searlsolution.com/members/documents/SearlLecture2008.pdf
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might be another minister) Educations, Culture and Sciences. Maybe the
Dutch government will invest in your research. I'm quite sure there will at
least be some interest, because our government is continuously trying to
find better ways to protect the environment and to become less
hydrocarbon-dependant (for example Solar panels and Wind-Mills).
It angers me when I think about the fact that - when you are working so 
hard and pouring so much of your time and efforts in your research, There
aren't any countries seriously investing in your project! This could bring an
end to the approaching oil crisis before it even has started.  I would like to
stay in contact if you wouldn't mind (I completely understand if you do not
have enough time)

Thank you Tim for your kind and concerned email, no doubt you will be
hearing from him.  You can be assured that Prof Searl will do all he can to
bring about a better world for you and for the sake of generations to come.

 
Date:23July2007

  
Photo 1. Luci from NYC                       Photo 2. Gessia                        Photo 3 Mirco from Italy.
Here Prof. Searl is invited by Mirco to inspect their factory in Italy for the
purpose of manufacturing the S.E.G. layers and he was handed the
following document;

             MISSIONE DI RICERCATORE LIBERO
23 Luglio 2007
 
CON IL PREZIOSO AIUTO DEL PROF. JOHN ROY ROBERT SEARL REALIZZARE IN ITALIA

IL S.E.G.
PER

CREARE UN SISTEMA ENERGETICO A BASSISSIMO COSTO LIBERO E NON
INQUINANTE

PER
LA SOPRAVIVENZA DELLA SPECIE UMANA

Ing. Mirco Gregori. (signed)
 
Gessia translates it to;
With the precious help of Prof. John Roy Robert Searl realizing in Italy the
S.E.G. to create a system of energy at a very low cost free and non-
polluting for the continuation of the human race.
 
Prof. Searl has announced that Italy is now joining this R&D program as of
this date.

 
          Date: 25 June 2007
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Prof. John Searl has accepted the invitation to Thailand and an agreement
has been reached.   Thailand will become the first international country to
start the development and manufacturing of the Searl Effect Technology.
The acquisition of production equipment has already started in Thailand.

 
Date: Monday 15 June 2007
Professor John R. R. Searl is honored to receive for the second year in a
row, the 2007 Loris Hemlof Prize for Best Free Energy Technology along
with a contribution of £500 pounds sterling.
 
This award was considered among over 100+ energy technologies listed by
Loris Erik Kent Hemlof home page at: http://www.users.on.net/~lekh/

 
Date: Mon, 11June 2007

From Israel and Malta, Prof. Searl's guests are Engineers in the field of
rocket and solar energy systems. They have taken the first steps towards
producing the SEG from their respective countries.

 
Date: Mon, 11June 2007

http://www.users.on.net/~lekh/
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Our two business guests here are from Germany. One is well up on physics
is amazed by the complicated functions of the SEG and he was able to
explain many of them. 

 
Date: Sat, 02 June 2007

We welcome Denny, our newest team member from California visiting Prof
Searl. 
He also recently assisted with the purchase of a sensitive analytical scale
for the
development of the SEG prototype.

 
Date: Wed, 30 May 2007 01:05:15 -0700 (PDT)
Dear Professor,
I have to thank you since it was my great pleasure meeting you.
Not only you are an amazing scientist but you are also a kind hearted and 
noble man. And I will be happy to do all I can to support your adventure and
be part of your team. When you have the chance could you please send me
the pictures you took with me in front of the SEG?
Thank you again!
Take good care
Luca

Date: Tue, 29 May 2007 15:19:12 -0700 (PDT)
Dear John here is my testimony after witnessing the SEG prototype
Feel free to use it as you prefer
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My name is Gianluca D'Aniello,
I am a manager in a major international consulting firm. I have a degree in
Industrial Engineering from Politecnico di Milano and therefore a fair 
education in physics. and electro-dynamics.

I had the chance to meet professor Searl at his house on May 28th 2007 and
see the SEG prototype. I observed the device operating, examined each
component thoroughly and I can confirm that the device is compliant to
Prof Searl's description and it operates according to the published
specifications.

I am available to provide any clarification of my experience. Feel free to 
write me.

Yours faithfully
Luca
Gianluca D'Aniello

 
May 28, 2007
Notice:   Prof. John Searl will be applying for the Virgin Earth Challenge.
The Virgin Earth Challenge is a competition offering a $25 million prize for
the first person or organization to come up with a way of scrubbing
greenhouse gases out of the atmosphere in the battle to beat global
warming.  http://www.virginearth.com/
Update note: 20June 2007, after receiving and reviewing the application,
Prof. Searl has found the business terms and conditions therein
unacceptable with our long term plans. Sir Richard Branson and company
are welcomed to contact Prof. John Searl for mutually agreeable terms.

 
Tue, 2 May 2007,  To: John Searl,
Thought of sending you an e-card...
but would rather express myself this way...
You have been a great influence in my life... I recall the day we met in
Colorado... The most striking thing was the look in your eyes...
I will always remember that day...
and the twinkle of knowledge and youth in those eyes...
You are a gifted man... born to the purple... extended greatness and
recognition are yours... and my privilege to know you.
I wanted to be there for your Birthday... and enjoy dinner with you... as 
we have done before. I know that you will enjoy the day... and that there are
many more to follow. 
                                           - HAPPY BIRTHDAY-
 --- Bradley

Thank you Brad for your kind email and years of commitment to this effort

 
April 24, 2007,

Prof. Searl and his backer met with a solicitor and with patent officials.
          One of them a scientist whose task was to certify if the invention can

be marketed. The meeting concluded with a positive confirmation from the
officials that this invention can be so marketed.

 
April 18, 2007,   Dr Terry Moore's channel posts a video of Prof. John Searl
in the first of a series of clips on the subject of the SEG development of the
past and present with the SEG Mockup demonstrated.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-O7WNvKSvY

March 28, 2007

http://www.virginearth.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-O7WNvKSvY
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Prof. John Searl's picture, revealing his recovery from the 2003 burglary of
most of his equipment.

 
Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved. .
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            >>> This page is currently undergoing construction<<<

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE
RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

DOC-SISRC-U-1
DATE: 18th August 2009.
EDITION: One
ISSUE: one.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
This is my original company which today acts as the umbrella for the whole organization.

NOTICE:
The company website of the same name is not related to me and was order to

cease using my copyright terms, which they clearly ignore.
 
Searl International Space Research Consortium (S.I.S.R.C.) being my company shall
generate the following sections to train to professional standards in function of such
fields of technology required to undertake the contracts assigned to them.

SEARL TECHNOLOGY LTD:
Now functioning with its own investment banking system in place.
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SEARL MAGNETICS LTD:
Now functioning with its own investment banking system in place.

SWALLOW COMMAND:
Contains specialize sections with trained personnel being responsible for its
everyday function; such as:
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT:
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION UNIT:
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO/VISION UNIT:
Each unit contains sub-divisions that are professional on the subject, to research and
develop not only its functions but also the technology it will implement.

 
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)

SEARL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING HUB (SIMH):
All unit headquarters will be in house within this section for international control of
all units worldwide as set up to take orders and to check all orders being dispatched
to customers that they have been fully tested and passed inspection.
In addition, responsible to look into any complaints involved with any product being
sold to customers.

It is responsible to raise funds for research and development of new products, and to
represent the whole organization in government discussions upon urgent matters to
which we as an international organization might be able to assist.

This is indeed a massive undertaking to achieve, our objective have commenced that
process and intend to continue right to the marketplace, with or without you.

INVESTORS:
NOTE:
Because we shall be an international organization, problems being different
countries governments employ different rules. This you can appreciate that
somehow I have to compromise how each country will receive an equal share of
the profits. That is a major concern, which has been heavily debated over many
months. I have stated what should be done and my investors have accepted that as
being fair.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL MARKETING HUB (SIMH):
Shall be responsible for the operation of various sub-companies who shall apply to
requests for tenders for products require to be manufactured in various countries.

DIRECT INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE CONSORTIUM INC. (D.I.S.C.)          
N.Y. U.S.A.
This section is already in operation to cover North America,

SEARL TECHNOLOGY LTD (ST):
Responsibility covers design and development of products such as:

1. Home power generators.
2. Industrial power  units.
3. Road Transport power systems.
4. Rail Transportation power systems.
5. Spacecraft design and construction.

SEARL MAGNETIC Ltd (SM):
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Responsibilities are research and develop magnetizers for various projects being
undertaken by Searl Technology Ltd. To carry out all magnetic work, which is
required for all products being undertaken by Searl Technology Ltd.
This is already in operation in the design and research including its construction.
At this date quoted above Searl Technology Ltd, Searl Magnetic Ltd plus Direct
International Research Consortium Inc are operational.

 
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)

SWALLOW COMMAND UNITS ARE:
SWLLOW COMMAND AVIATION:
Responsibly for the testing of Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles and mission operations from
design structure to operations including spaceports and Cosmodromes design and
functions, maintenance there off.

 
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
Are responsible for operational instructions to mission crews.

SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNITS:
NOTE:
All medical care units on Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles are termed herein as SICK
BAYS; this will also refer to ground base units instead of the term hospital.
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It is responsible to see that all available knowledge upon the Homo sapiens are fully
understood by all nursing staff employed either on base stations or missions flights.
What must be fully understood for missions shall be released in this Unit section, so
all can see that every possible understanding and solutions to deal with any such
problem solutions have been covered.
We invite all medical personnel who can write up reports upon any subject, which
they feel important to the whole operation function of missions success as long as
you date it and signed it as your work, as we have no intention to take credit for work
undertaken by others.
Yes, nudity will be involved within these documents of instructions, because being on
missions in space for years anything can go wrong with you and your life depends
upon your flight team to understand the problem and how to treat it which is vital.

SWALLOW COMMAND COMMUNICATION UNITS (SCCU):

Such design centers for communication is vital to assess and implemented if a civil
operated space business is intended.

 
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
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SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
(S.I.S.R.C.)
What has been presented within this documents are the requirements of the full
working company, stating which parts thereof has become operational at this stage
and how the organization is being planned and implemented in stages as funds
become available.
As a young man, I was greatly fascinated by American dream of the flying wing as
so many of that time were.
We can recreate that dream with the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.), agree that the
cost between 1968 and now has increased immensely; and therefore I can well
appreciate the difficulties of many to understand that this cost is the reality of greed
of man.
Yes, I am studying the possibility of restarting such a program: the costing of such a
project is under study to evaluate at this time, as to regards of the spacecraft itself.
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All things are possible except that the state of your mind makes it impossible in our
case funding is the big bug not the technology that slows down the progress.
With the funds, workshops, equipment, tools and the top engineers only the brains
are needed to be added for the impossible to become possible in the domain of
reality.

SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO-VISION UNITS (SCAV):

Such vehicles needed to cover outside filming work on planet Earth, such film
records would be on sale to the world media newsreels and press.
At this stage, I have re-brought the cameras, which were stolen from me, and lighting
equipment, which that robbery set me back many thousands of Pounds in cash and
time, there are nevertheless at the lower end of the studio gear.
By showing, what we have and what is required is vital, for not only investor’s sake
but also our plan unit’s sake that such products have been evaluated and accepted as
most suitable for the research and development now in hand.
We are tomorrow’s future technology developers and today that technology must be
design and developed.

 
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
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The audio vision unit is a vital tool for outside development work, to record workers
construction, and flight-testing and training of each crew member from which press
releases can be auction to the highest bidder.

SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO VISION UNIT will contain its own press release
personnel, the old days of 1968 have gone for good where the media wrote what
every they felt would sale the paper.

Today, it is all about selling tomorrow’s technology to the world.

 
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)

 
SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO VISION UNIT in which in 2003 a group of five
men robbed me of all cameras and lighting equipment, which today I have re-brought
such equipment again from my own pocket as usual.
What is shown here is the planning of extension to my equipment that is available for
filmmaking and still photographic work and studio lighting.
Other team members also have purchased camera equipment, so for time being
reasonable films can be produce upon the work proceeding in the research and
development program for release.
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SEARL 2009 INVESTMENT CHART IN SEARL TECHNOLOGY:
02.04.2009             79.00            Maintenance Division – Makita planer 240V
03.04.2009             34.26            AV Division – Recording tapes and office goods
09.04.2009           123.31            Maintenance Division – tools and components
18.05.2009           214.13            Maintenance Division – tools and Components.
03.08.2009           154.63            AV Division – BluRay gear
                                 5.21            AV Division - 40 AA batteries
13.08.2009           526.02            Medical Division Microscope
20.08.2009        1,103.71            AV Division – Switch gear

SEARL INVESTMENT 2009.

These units replace the GPO relays used in the old SWALLOW COMMAND
CENTRE
and I-G-Vs. I have been testing this type for five years without one malfunction in
that test time period.

This Document release with the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl R&D.
                                                                             SISRC pdf copy  

 
Copyright © The SEG Solution 2016. All rights reserved.
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